Please note that this Manchester Museum resource relates to
galleries which have since been redeveloped, so will
unfortunately no longer be of use to visiting teachers and classes.

TSI: Time Scene
Investigation

Discovery Session

Teacher’s Pack

Introduction
TSI: Time Scene Investigation
Thank you for booking the TSI: Time Scene Investigation Discovery Session at The Manchester
Museum.
As part of this workshop, children will:
• Use empathy to relate to the lives of those who lived long ago
• Work individually and collaboratively
• Excavate finds and record facts and opinions about them
• Discuss how their finds may have been used
		
This process-based workshop has been designed to:
• Stimulate writing for a purpose
• Develop creative thinking
• Encourage enquiry and research skills
• Support teaching of the KS2 National Curriculum for History
This workshop works best when the workshop leader visits the school beforehand to work with the
children.
An integral and important part of this session is the ‘dig’ where children will work in teams to take part
in a hands-on archaeological activity. For this workshop, it is essential that the children can work in 4
groups, each with an accompanying adult.

Adult Helpers
It can be hard for adult helpers to be sure of their role during a museum visit. The most successful visits
are those where each group leader joins in with the session. To help this process, we include a Group
Leader’s Notes sheet. Please give a copy of this sheet to each group leader at the start of the visit.
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Session Itinerary
TSI: Time Scene Investigation
On arrival, please go straight to Reception where you will be met by the workshop leader. The session
is divided into the following sections:
Section
Recap

Description

Pre-Visit Work

People
from the
past
(Egypt
gallery)
Time
Treasures
(Money
gallery)

• Visit to Egypt gallery to see people from the past
• How was this person like me?
• Choice of one person to sketch and ‘grave goods’ for
their journey.

If the workshop leader is unable to visit the
school in advance, it is essential that the teacher
informs the workshop leader which of the
pre-visit activities have been used.

• Exploration of Money gallery.
• Choice of one piece of money: sketch, date and place
on timeline.
• Layering – the deeper an object is in the ground, the
older it is.

Discuss with the children how to place items or
pictures on a timeline.
Introduce children to BC/AD and that (e.g.) 5th
century means 400-499.

Sand dig

• Learn how to dig and how to record
location and shape of finds.
• Practical, hands-on activity.

Discuss what work an archaeologist does or the
tools they might use. Show pictures or videos of
archaeological digs.

The ‘finds
shed’

Examination and recording of find:
• Colour
• Pattern
• Texture
• Measurement
• Thoughts on possible original use and skills needed to
make the find
• Drawing

Practise measuring to nearest mm or cm as
appropriate. Build up word banks of descriptive
words for colour, texture and pattern of objects.
Give children pictures of pieces of broken
objects. Each child works with a partner to draw
what they think the complete object would look
like.

• Review of the activities and concepts discussed from
school-based session
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Pre-visit Activities
The workshop leader will arrange to visit school to lead these
activities:
Archaeology is rubbish! – identifying clues from litter, sorting
objects, mind-mapping what rubbish we would leave behind
Playing dead – using “mind experiment”, role play and debate to
explore whether human remains should be displayed in museums

Writing link – this pre-visit can support persuasive writing
and balanced arguments
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Pre-Visit Activity 1
Museum Objects
During the TSI Discovery Session there will be handling of real museum objects. A full explanation of
handling guidelines will be given on the day but it is useful to have discussed this
before your visit. Also, you may find it useful to undertake the activity below to introduce the concept
of a museum and what the children may see on their visit.

Grouping & Materials
Aim: To encourage children to observe and describe a range of familiar natural objects. To help
children understand that there are many different ways of organising, grouping and displaying these
objects.
Resources
1. Range of simple, natural objects (e.g. sea
shells, feathers, fossils, modern bones (cleaned
chicken bone), fir cones, twigs, leaves, nuts,
stones, pebbles, chalk, salt, talc, sand, clay) and
one or two man-made objects (e.g. brick,
wooden or clay object).

Instructions
1. Lay out all of the objects and ask the children to
discuss and decide which objects are “animals” (i.e.
bone, feathers, shells), “minerals” (i.e. rocks and
minerals) and “vegetables” (i.e.plant material).

2. Put the objects into their groups and discuss the
similarities and differences within and between the
2. Blank paper and pencils or flip chart and pen. groups.
3. Explain that this is just one way of grouping
natural objects. Ask the children to think of as
many different ways of grouping the objects as
possible e.g. size, colour, weight, age, where they
come from.

Background Information
* Museums organise their objects in many different ways. These include chronologically,
geographically or even by the type of object they are.
* The way objects are organised influences the way people look at and interpret them.
* Something to think about: You may like to discuss methods of organising objects and following your
visit, ask the children to decide how The Manchester Museum organises its objects.
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Pre-Visit Activity 2
Understanding Labels
Aim: To help children develop ways of accessing and understanding museum displays, and object
labels.
Resources
1. ‘Understanding Labels
Teacher Sheet’ (included) - if
possible show on
interactive whiteboard or
OHP
2. Pupil sheet (1 per pair or
per group)

Instructions
1. Display the ‘Understanding Labels Teacher Sheet’
in a way that the whole class can see.
2. Explain that this is the label for an object they
will see in the Museum. Look together at the
pointers to identify the different parts of the label.
3. Work together to read the information and
choose one or two words or phrases which give key
information about the object and highlight them.
4. Now ask children to work in pairs or small
groups to repeat this process on the pupil sheet.
Each pair or group could feedback to another
group.

Background Information
• Some displays in the Museum are more difficult than others to decipher, as labels/information panels
from older displays do  not always sit next to the objects they refer to.
• Objects in the Mediterranean Archaeology room are not just from Greece, but many Greeks
(particularly traders) would have travelled to nearby countries and seen these sorts of objects.
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Pre-Visit 3

Pre-Visit Activity 2

Understanding Labels
Teacher Sheet

What the object is

The accession (or catalogue)
number

The Museum’s way of keeping track of what
the object is, where it comes from and where
it is in the Museum.

Kylix (Eye cup)			

Acc. No. 40075

Attic, black-figure, c530-510BC
The two eyes, with the handles as ‘ears’
and the central figure as ‘nose’, make a
face, perhaps to protect the user as he
drank.
Where and when the
object came from

Some information
about the object
Sometimes the experts
don’t know a definite
answer, so use words like
perhaps, maybe,
suggests, might be,
could be.
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Pupil sheet
Pre-Visit 3

Pre-Visit Activity 2
Understanding Labels
Pupil Sheet
Bronze male figurine  Acc. No. 1981.548
Palestine? seventh century BC?

There was a long tradition of bronze-casting
among early Italic peoples. This crudely
modelled statuette recalls Etruscan warrior
figures.

Bronze pendant

Acc. No. 1981.501

Palestine? 900-700 BC

A pendant in the form of a highly stylised
axe-blade, and with ‘arms’ that end in
abstract bird or animal heads, perhaps a
votive offering.

Standing woman

Acc. No. 1963.52

Etruscan, late sixth century BC

A common Etruscan type, based on the Greek
kore (maiden). She wears a tunic, pointed shoes
and a high Etruscan hat with a thick brim.

Warrior (Mars?)

Acc. No. 1981.516

Etruscan/Umbrian, fifth century BC

One of a series of warrior figures. The huge
helmet crest is typical of the series’ mannered
style.

Priestess or votaress      Acc. No. 1963.6

Etruscan/Umbrian,from Perugia, fourththird centuries BC
She holds a patera (offering dish) in her right
hand and a cake in her left.
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Post-Visit Activity 1
Choosing for display
Aim: To help children develop ways of selecting
objects from a set, justify their decisions and write a
label
Materials
1. A range of objects made from various
materials
2. Labels (included)

Activity
1. Introduce the idea that a museum is a collection of objects. Curators make decisions about
whether objects are displayed or stored, based on the objects’ appearance or on what we can
learn from them. Curators may not agree.
2. Introduce the class collection of objects.
3. Think, pair, share. What are children’s favourite objects?
4. Choose a theme relevant to some of the objects in the class collection (e.g. tools or food and
drink). Which object(s) would they choose for a display on this theme? Do they agree?
5. Show the two labels included. Where might they see labels like this? How are they different?
6. Work with the class to create two labels for an object from the class collection: one factually
describing the object, one expressing an opinion about it.
7. Divide the class into groups with a set of objects and ask them to:
• look
• select one object
• create labels in the different styles
8. Present their object and its labels to the class.
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Activity sheet
Post Visit 1

We recommend…
… this book because it is great reading. From

the exciting scene near the start where Harry
meets the Knight’s Bus to the final scenes with
his patronus, this book is filled with
excitement and packed with action, adventure
and magic. Dementors beware!

Black-figure jug
Greek: from Athens, 500 BC
A scene from Homer’s Odyssey: Odysseus
has blinded the Cyclops Polyphemus and
now escapes from his cave by clinging to
Polyphemus’ favourite ram as it goes out
of the cave.
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After Your Visit
TSI: Time Scene Investigation
Writing with a real context:
Persuasive writing
The children will have their own ideas about whether human
remains should be displayed in a museum. Children could be
supported to share their ideas and then create a leaflet to
persuade others of their point of view. There could be some
pretty emotive language!

Balanced argument
Older or more able pupils could explore both sides of the
debate about displaying human remains and be supported to
create a piece of writing exploring both points of view.

Report writing
The children gather factual information about their find
as well as speculating about its former use. With
scaffolding if appropriate, children could create a four
paragraph report (introduction, facts, opinions,
conclusion). ICT could be used to be create a version of the
report.

For an example of how the TSI session has been extended, see the following case
study.
Supporting websites follow.
Greeks 10
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The Museum of Me
A case study for extending the TSI: Time Scene Investigation workshop
This project was planned in partnership with a school in 2009. If you
would like to work with us to develop a project to extend the TSI: Time
Scene Investigation workshop, perhaps to support literacy or numeracy
skills, please contact us on 0161 306 1778.
Aims:
• To develop children’s research, discussion and writing skills
• To give children’s writing a context
• To support children in creating their own display and writing ideas for
a class museum
Children and adults were given notebooks to help them record facts,
opinions, feelings etc during the project.

Learning Journey
When: Week 1 -1/2 day
Where? School
Before this: class teacher revise features and language of balanced argument texts
What did we do?
1. Introduction to project
2. Standard TSI: Time Scene Investigation pre-visit session:
a. ‘Archaeology is rubbish’
b. ‘Playing dead’
3. Writing (persuasive writing or balanced argument):
Discuss how we might expand notes into sentences, and how we could organise the
beginning and end of the text. Individual writing of text. Paired reading and editing.

When: Week 2 - full day

Where? The Manchester Museum

What did we do?
Morning: standard TSI:Time Scene Investigation workshop (see itinerary
earlier in pack)
Afternoon: Visit Egypt Daily Life gallery to investigate style of language
used on labels and discuss how facts and opinions are revealed.
Discuss ideas about the setting their find might have come from and the
person/people who might have had connections with them. Sort ideas
into ‘fact’ or ‘opinion’ (what do we know for sure, what can we only work
out?)

When: Week 2 - 1/2 day
Where? School
Before this: teacher recapped features and language of report texts
What did we do?
Review photos of finds and children’s notes from Museum workshop.
Discuss a possible way to structure a report (e.g. introduction, paragraph about facts,
paragraph about opinions, conclusion)
Write a report on their finds, starting with descriptions of physical characteristics and
moving on to ideas and speculation about the finds, derived from information/opinions
from Museum workshop.

When: Week 3 - full day

Where? The Manchester Museum

What did we do?
Displaying our finds
A day visit revolving around research into presentation and the stories objects tell,
including:
• Working with curator in small groups to see some of the many artefacts from the
stores
• Working with conservator to explore how objects are prepared for display
• Visits to two of the Museum’s galleries to explore how objects are displayed and how
easy it is to collect evidence connecting them to people’s lives
• Collecting and developing ideas for how to display their own finds from their previous
visit

When: Week 4 - full day

Where? School

What did we do?
The Museum of Me
Work during the day creating display ideas for personal objects, including writing labels
for display (fact/opinion). Acting as curators to introduce the Museum to visitors from
other classes (plus parents and guests from The Manchester Museum).
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Weblinks
Links correct October 2009, but be aware that websites and their pages may change or disappear over time.
Short, easier to type web addresses link to external sites, for which The Manchester Museum is not responsible.

Extend your TSI: Time Scene Investigation
Create your own dig (in one of several ways):
1.
Create your own sand-box dig.
2.
Set up an area with objects hidden to represent one or more by-gone eras
3.
Set up a small-scale archaeological dig in your grounds (you may need professional
support and a range of tools for this).

Archaeology in the classroom:
http://tinyurl.com/SandDigs
http://tinyurl.com/Activities01
http://tinyurl.com/Activities02
http://tinyurl.com/ArchaeologyInClass

Online Interactives:
http://tinyurl.com/DatingLayers
http://tinyurl.com/DigInteractive
http://tinyurl.com/VirtualHandling
http://tinyurl.com/ExploreASite

What is Archaeology?
http://tinyurl.com/ArchaeologyFAQ
http://tinyurl.com/WhatIsArchaeology
http://tinyurl.com/WhatTheyDo

Archaeology and
History:
http://tinyurl.com/IronAge-Celt
http://tinyurl.com/RomanActivities
http://tinyurl.com/RomanVilla
http://tinyurl.com/ExploreAPyramid
http://tinyurl.com/EgyptCoolDigs
(scroll down and click on ‘Cool Digs’)
http://tinyurl.com/IndusValley
http://tinyurl.com/LocalHistory

Introduce children to the Young Archaeologist’s Club:
http://www.britarch.ac.uk/yac
(there is a branch based at The Manchester Museum, contact Bryan Sitch on 0161 306 1582)
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